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bruce jenner s abc interview draws nearly 17 million - a lot of people caught up with bruce jenner friday night nearly 17
million viewers tuned in to watch jenner s highly anticipated sitdown with diane sawyer on abc 20 20 bruce jenner the
interview in which jenner confessed he has the soul of a woman provided 20 20 its the strongest, bruce jenner is barbara
walters most fascinating person - bruce jenner is barbara walters most fascinating person of 2015 walters bestowed the
honor on the former olympian and keeping up with the kardashians star during her annual abc television special thursday
night, there will be a bruce jenner interview with barbara - the most watched televised interview in history was barbara
walters interview with monica lewinsky in 1999 which got 70 million viewers so good luck on that theory mom so good luck
on that theory mom, abc 2020 special bruce jenner the interview first hour - brucejennerabc bruce jenner being
interviewed by barbara walters about his gender transition after this interview bruce jenner died and her is alive, kris jenner
talks bruce divorce oj simpson youtube - kris jenner talks regret and the o j simpson verdict robert shapiro reveals what
oj whispered after verdict duration 5 54 fox news 6 759 216 views 5 54 bruce jenner s first wife chrystie scott breaks her
silence nightline abc news barbara walters 1996 interview with robert kardashian duration 11 57 curtis88, caitlyn jenner
named barbara walters most fascinating - caitlyn jenner has earned another honor the most fascinating person of 2015
our choice for the most fascinating person of the year was once called the world s greatest athlete walters 86 started
traditionally that title was given to the man who won the olympic decathlon when bruce, abc s diane sawyer is front
runner to land bruce jenner - sawyer s is one of the reigning queens of big gets the others being barbara walters who is
kinda sorta retired ish diane sawyer current reigning queen of the big get has taken the lead to land bruce jenner s interview
about his transition to woman diane sawyer current reigning queen of the big get has taken the lead to, bruce jenner
interview ratings 17 million watch abc - audiences turned out in big numbers friday night for abc s much anticipated two
hour bruce jenner interview on 20 20 which drew the newsmagazine s highest ratings in key demos on the night in more
than 15 years, bruce jenner greets diane sawyer in promo for gender - abc released a fourth promo video on thursday
on the eve of bruce jenner s sitdown interview with diane sawyer airing in which he is expected to talk about his gender
transition, caitlyn jenner is barbara walters most fascinating person - caitlyn jenner has earned another honor the most
fascinating person of 2015 hailed as a symbol of hope for the transgender community host barbara walters selected the 66
year old reality star who was not interviewed for the top honor on the list of her annual 10 most fascinating people, diane
sawyer gets exclusive interview with bruce jenner - jenner whose recent appearance has spurred discussion the former
athlete may have undergone a sex change had been married to kris kardashian the mother of the reality tv clan and has
been part of that show for many seasons, bruce jenner interview how many people will watch abc - bruce jenner the
interview would probably draw more viewers on a night other than lightly watched friday and as a result this might be the
first example of a highly promoted primetime interview generally seen as must watch that night that will fare reasonably well
in dvr playback in the days ahead, abc news keeping tight lid on bruce jenner s interview - abc news keeping tight lid on
bruce jenner s interview with diane sawyer you have to separate bruce jenner and bruce s story from the media circus that
is the kardashians oprah winfrey s 1993 talk with michael jackson seen in 36 6 million homes and barbara walters 1999
interview with monica lewinsky seen in 33 2 million homes, caitlyn jenner barbara walters most fascinating person caitlyn jenner who became a symbol of hope for the transgender community was chosen as barbara walters most
fascinating person of 2015 formerly known as bruce jenner this year caitlyn announced that she had transitioned from being
a man to a woman first undergoing several surgical procedures, bruce jenner s story is his alone to tell so why all the bruce jenner s interview with diane sawyer will be so widely watched friday night it could prove a tipping point further
normalizing americans perceptions of the nation s transgender population
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